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Description
$_configuration['root_web'] can be made optional in configuration.php with the following code:

$_configuration['root_web']
= 'http://my.chamilo19.net/';
if (!empty($_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'])) {
$_configuration['root_web'] = 'http://'.$_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'].'/';
}
This "switch" should not be located in configuration.php, but rather in global.inc.php, just after reading configuration.php and before
"$GLOBALS['_configuration'] = $_configuration;", so it should look like this:

// Use the current host and fallback to configuration['root_web'] if not defined.
if (!empty($_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'])) {
$protocol = 'http://';
if (!empty($_SERVER['HTTPS'])) {
$protocol = 'https://';
}
$_configuration['root_web'] = $protocol.$_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'].'/';
}
// Ensure that _configuration is in the global scope before loading
// main_api.lib.php. This is particularly helpful for unit tests
if (!isset($GLOBALS['_configuration'])) {
$GLOBALS['_configuration'] = $_configuration;
}
This, however, might be a problem for reverse proxies taking over the HTTPS handshake and exchange (because the reverse proxy
receives the $_SERVER['HTTPS'] as true, but passes it to the web server backend as false.
In this case, Chamilo would return links (inside the HTML) saying "http://my.chamilo.org" when the links should say
"https://my.chamilo.org". In this case, Chamilo should support the HTTP_X_FORWARDED_PROTO (non-standard but widely
accepted) header.
A more appropriate version would be:
// Use the current host and fallback to configuration['root_web'] if not defined.
// If X-Forwarded-Proto is defined, make sure we use it.
if (empty($_configuration['root_web']) && !empty($_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'])) {
$protocol = 'http';
if (!empty($_SERVER['HTTPS']) or (isset($_SERVER['HTTP_X_FORWARDED_PROTO']) && $_SERVER['HTTP_
X_FORWARDED_PROTO'] == 'https')) {
$protocol = 'https';
}
$_configuration['root_web'] = $protocol.'://'.$_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'].'/';
}
// Ensure that _configuration is in the global scope before loading
// main_api.lib.php. This is particularly helpful for unit tests
if (!isset($GLOBALS['_configuration'])) {
$GLOBALS['_configuration'] = $_configuration;
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}
This would require updating the optimization documentation.
This would also require to update the installation process to make sure HTTP_HOST is defined, but I think that's already how we fill
the root_web in the first place.
In this case, if $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] is defined, we could just leave $_configuration['root_web'] empty in configuration.php, and
if the user adds his own web path, then set the value to that.
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